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failure of the product. The predictive maintenance may be
similar to the preventive maintenance in the sense that its goal
is to prevent product failure in advance before failure occurs.
However, the approach of the predictive maintenance is
different from the interval based approach of preventive
maintenance. It focuses on the prediction of degradation
process of the product, which is based on the assumption that
most product failures do not occur instantaneously, and usually
there are some kinds of degradation process from normal states
to abnormalities (Fu et al. 2004). Hence, unlike breakdown
maintenance and preventive maintenance, the predictive
maintenance approach focuses on degradation monitoring and
prognostics rather than fault detection and diagnostics of a
product.

Abstract—The O&M (Operation and Maintenance) phase of
offshore plants with a long life cycle requires heavy charges and
more efforts than the construction phase, because of the
occurrence of an accident of an offshore plant to cause
catastrophic damage. So recently many studies have focused on
an advanced maintenance policy to minimize the damage caused
by unexpected failures. Nowadays due to the emerging ICTs
(Information Communication Technologies) and sensor
technology, it is possible to send health monitoring information to
administrator of an offshore plant in a real time way, which leads
to having much concern on predictive maintenance policy. In this
study, we have reviewed previous studies associated with
condition-based/predictive maintenance of offshore plants, and
introduced a prognosis algorithm predicting the next failure time
of the compressor which is one of essential mechanical equipment
in LNG FPSO(Liquefied Natural Gas Floating Production
Storage and Offloading vessel).

Until now it has been difficult to achieve the effectiveness
of maintenance operations since there is no information
visibility during product usage period so that maintenance
policy has been determined under uncertain product status
information. Although there are recommendations concerning
maintenance strategy from vendors or manufacturers, they are
neither practical nor cost-effective because they are too generic.
However, recently, emerging technologies such as RFID
(Radio Frequency IDentification), various sensors, MEMS
(Micro-Electro-Mechanical System), and wireless telecommunication, PEIDs (Product Embedded Information
Devices) and on-board computers are expected to be rapidly
used for gathering and monitoring the status data of products
during their usage periods. Under the new environment, a
PEID can log the product history related to distributing route,
usage conditions, failure, maintenance or service events, and so
on. Based on gathered data, we can make a prognosis of
product status, predict product’s failure, and execute proactive

Keywords—predictive maintenance; compressor; continuous
time markov model; failure time

I. INTRODUCTION
In general, product maintenance is defined as all technical
and managerial action taken during usage period to maintain or
restore the required functionality of a product. Here, the
product includes not only the consumer product (e.g.
automotive) but also the industry product (e.g. facility fixed in
a factory). There are three types of the product maintenance :
breakdown maintenance (corrective maintenance), preventive
maintenance, and predictive maintenance. In the breakdown
maintenance, the maintenance action is taken after equipment
and components have failed while the preventive maintenance
actions are taken with a certain interval in order to prevent the
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maintenance, upgrade or decommission, i.e. do predictive
maintenance.

diagnostic techniques and instrumentation in a predictive
maintenance program. They combined factor analysis and the
analytic hierarchy process to develop the method; and applied
it to screw compressors.

Although there have been some relevant research works so
far, the predictive maintenance is still challenging area.
Current approaches have the limitation in detailed methods or
validated predictive models. In this study, we will develop a
prognosis algorithm that can predict the next failure time of an
offshore plant equipment used in LNG FPSO (Liquefied
Natural Gas Floating Production Storage and Offloading
vessel). To evaluate the proposed approach, a case study has
been carried out with the screen shot of currently developed
maintenance system.

Recently, there have been several attempts to use ANN
(Artificial Neural Network) for fault detection and residual life
estimation. For example, Lee (2003) used a fuzzy logic neural
network to predict the failure of a tensioned steel band with
seeded crack growth. Samanta et al. (2004) applied three types
of artificial neural networks, namely, MLP (MultiLayer
Perception), RBF (Radical Basis Function) network, and PNN
(Probabilistic Neural Network).
In their work, the
characteristics of bearing fault were recognized by the applied
ANN types. Moreover, Bansal et al. (2004) introduced a realtime predictive maintenance system. The aim of the proposed
system is to localize and detect abnormal electrical conditions
in order to predict mechanical abnormalities that indicate, or
may lead to the failure of a motor. They used a neural network
approach to predict parameters of a machine. In addition,
Smith et al. (2010) used the ANN model to anticipate failures
of airport ground transportation vehicle doors. In this work,
the degradation of door friction was estimated through ANN.

The rest of this study is organized as follows: In section 2,
relevant previous studies are reviewed and their limitations are
discussed. In section 3, the problem focused in this study is
addressed. In section 4, a prognostic algorithm for estimating
the next failure time is briefly introduced with a case study.
Finally, this study is concluded with some limitations in section
5.
II. PREVIOUS RESEARCH
There are several maintenance policies. For example,
Bevilacqua and Braglia (2000) classified the maintenance
policies into five categories: corrective maintenance,
preventive maintenance, opportunistic maintenance, conditionbased maintenance, and predictive maintenance. According to
Kothamasu et al. (2006), maintenance can be simply classified
into two categories: reactive or unplanned maintenance;
proactive or planned maintenance. Corrective or emergency
maintenance is the type of unplanned maintenance. Preventive
maintenance (such as constant interval maintenance, age based
maintenance, and imperfect maintenance) and predictive
maintenance (such as RCM (Reliability Centered Maintenance)
and condition based maintenance) are the types of planned
maintenance.
This study focuses on the predictive
maintenance.

Although not a few previous research works dealt with
various predictive maintenance issues, little attention has been
paid to the research that deals with an offshore plant equipment
and has the limitation in considering estimating the next failure
time (remaining lifetime) based on gathered sensor data.
Estimating the next failure time with sensor data are still the
undeveloped area and its approaches are unreliable. Koç and
Lee (2001) said that current approaches have the limitation in
detailed methods or validated predictive models for analyzing
and detecting the factors that affect degradation of product or
machine. To cope with the limitations, this study proposes a
prognostic algorithm to estimate the next failure time of an
offshore equipment based on reliability theory and queuing
theory.

Until so far there have been several research works about
predictive maintenance. For example, Lee (1998) addressed
the necessity of research on predictive models of machine
which could tell us what will happen in advance. Dieulle et al.
(2001) proposed a mathematical model for determining a
predictive maintenance policy efficiently using renewal
processes theory. In their model, they regarded preventive
replacement threshold and inspection schedule as decision
variables. Swanson (2001) introduced the 4-step process for
PHM (Prognostic Health Management): RCM analysis based
on maintenance records, sensors, detection algorithms, and
prognostics based on transitional fatigue experiments.
Furthermore, Grall et al. (2002) dealt with the problem of
developing a mathematical maintenance cost model for
determining the optimal inspection schedule and the optimal
replacement threshold for a 1-unit deteriorating system
submitted to a condition-based maintenance policy. Fu et al.
(2004) proposed a predictive maintenance framework for a
hydroelectric generating unit. They presented three key
elements for the predictive maintenance such as monitoring
and forecasting, diagnosis and prognosis, and decision-making.
In addition, Carnero (2005) presented a selection method of

III.

PROBLEM DEFINITION

A. Gas compressor of LNG FPSO
An LNG FPSO is an offshore plant of delivering liquefied
gas from a gas field to customers. Recently, the demand for
LNG FPSO is highly increasing and the demand for LNG
FPSO projects will grow along with the increased demand for
natural gas (Zhu et al. 2012). The O&M (Operation and
Maintenance) phase of LNG FPSO requires heavy charges and
more efforts to optimize the cost and to reduce the risks than
the construction phase because of its long life cycle. Nowadays
due to the fact that an accident of LNG FPSO in operation
causes catastrophic damage, many studies focused on a
maintenance system. The LNG FPSO is composed of lots of
facilities and equipment. Among them, this study focuses on a
gas compressor equipment which is an important device in not
only offshore but also onshore plant.
A gas compressor is a mechanical device that increases the
pressure of a gas by reducing its volume. Among several types
of compressors, we choose the centrifugal compressor.
Because it is one of the equipment spending the most energy in
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LNG FPSO, in order to reduce the operating costs of LNG
FPSO, it is necessary to achieve a goal to operate a gas
compressor with a predictive maintenance. In order to monitor
the status of the gas compressor and estimate the next failure
time based on the gathered status data, among several status
parameters of the compressor, this study will deal with
vibration parameter since it is widely used in detecting the
status of rotating equipment such as compressor.

result to relevant engineers. The result of prognosis algorithm
can help determining a time period to repair the component.
For this purpose, this result is transferred to the maintenance
module.
The considering prognosis maintenance system assumes the
followings:
x The data on the level of relative shaft vibration in a gas
compressor is automatically gathered and used for
predictive maintenance system.

B. Vibration monitoring and predictive approach on failures
Generally speaking, vibration is the variation with time of
the magnitude of a quantity that is descriptive of the motion or
position of a mechanical system. Relative shaft vibration and
bearing vibration data are usually used to evaluate the status of
a compressor of an LNG FPSO. In this study we evaluate the
status of a gas compressor through relative shaft vibration data.

x The maintenance engineer inputs the operating
environment and the operating condition for initial
setting of the predictive maintenance system
x With a certain interval, the predictive maintenance
system estimates the next failure time with the proposed
prognosis algorithm.

Relative shaft vibration is normally measured by probes
mounted on a forty five degree angle. According to ISO 7919
standard for relative shaft vibration of rotating machines, four
levels of vibration limits are recommended: limit of star-up
performance (A), limit of good vibration performance (B), limit
for warning alarm (C), and limit for trip (D). As an evaluation
criterion, this study uses the magnitude of vibration, i.e. PeakPeak value. The Peak-Peak value S(P-P) is expressed from the
peak to peak amplitude. The spectrum value uses the suffix
“P-P” to denote this. When two sensors monitoring values of
S(P-P) are located in x-axis and y-axis as 90 degree, S(P-P)max
denotes the max value among values of S(P-P). According to
ISO 7919 standard, the limit of warning alarm and the limit of
trip for the S(P-P)max value are 9000 RPM and
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x In the case of the predictive value of relative shaft
vibration reaching the limit for warning alarm, the
predictive maintenance system issues a warning.
IV. PROGNOSIS ALGORITHM

RPM , respectively.

C. Considering prognosis maintenance system

Fig. 2. Procedure of estimating the next failure time

So as to do the predictive maintenance of a LNG FPSO
compressor, this study proposes a prognosis algorithm based
on continuous time Markov model theory as shown in Fig. 2.
Before describing the details of the proposed algorithm,
main notations used in this study are defined as follows:

Fig. 1. Use case diagram of the predictive maintenance system

Fig. 1 depicts the use case diagram that shows the relations
between functions of the predictive maintenance system
currently developed in our research project. Database for
prognosis analysis and database of O&M (Operation and
Maintenance) provide the relevant information to a prognosis
system setting module, an inquiry module for prognosis history
and prognosis algorithm. The prognosis algorithm focused on
this study analyzes status of a gas compressor based on the
gathered data, and gives a prognosis result (e.g. the next failure
time) to a prognosis report module for displaying the prognosis

Notation
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i

the index of status transitions

k

the rotation index of events

ni

the number of events in i state transition

ti,k

the time interval between the kth event (related to
warning or failure) and the (k1)th event (k > 2) of
status transition i
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Oˆi , n

i

If the time intervals show a trend (e.g. the initial failure, the
wear-out failure) with the large number of history data, Oˆi , ni

the event rate for status transition i during the time
between the nith event and the (ni+1)th event

could be estimated by the following (2).
Oˆi , ni { Oˆ (ti ,ni ) ni Eˆi 

1
ni

¦ ti,k

, where ˆ
E i | n 1
i

(2)

ni
ni

m

k 1

k 1

¦ ln(¦ ti,k / ¦ ti,k )

k 1

m 1

Step 3. Estimation of the next failure time

Fig. 3. Collecting history data classified by status transition

The detailed procedures of the proposed algorithm are as
follows:

Fig. 4. The state transition diagram of relative shaft vibration

Step 1. Collection of relative shaft vibration history
classified by status transition

Fig. 4 depicts the state transition diagram of relative shaft
vibration. In the above figure, the first expected time visit to
state 2 from state 0, i.e. The Expected time interval between
recently data and next Failure (EF1) when the present state is
good vibration performance, could be estimated by the
following formula:

The database in the prognosis system records the S(P-P)max
and its timestamp data whenever the level of relative shaft
vibration exceeds the predefined limit (e.g. warning level, trip
level). In this study there are 4 kinds of status transitions and
these are specified by the parameter i as follows:

f

EF1

i = 1: from a good vibration performance area to a warning
alarm area,

§

¦ ¨¨ Oˆ

m 1©

2, n2

i = 2: from a warning alarm area to a trip area,

°§¨
3, n3
® ˆ
¨
 Oˆ3, n3
O
¯°© 2,n2

Oˆ

i = 4: from a trip area to good vibration performance area.

In order to be dominated by the continuous time Markov
model, transition rates should be homogeneous distribution.
For this reason, the event rate for status transition i during the
time between the nith event and the (ni+1)th event, Oˆi , ni could

§
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be estimated by the following (1).
1

m 1

EF2

Step 2. Estimation of status transition rates
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(3)

The Expected time interval between recently data and next
Failure (EF2) when the present status is a warning alarm (i.e.
state 1) could be estimated by the following formula:

Fig. 3 depicts an example of collecting history data
classified by these status transitions.

Oˆ (ti , ni ) ni 

 Oˆ3, n3

1

i = 3: from a warning alarm area to a good vibration
performance area,

Oˆi ,ni

Oˆ3,n3

EF1 

1

O1, n1

(4)

CASE STUDY

For a case study, we generated the data on shaft vibration of
a gas compressor including 200 status transitions records. The
generated data includes 79 status transition records from good
vibration performance to a warning alarm, 41 status transition
records from a warning alarm to a trip, 38 status transition

(1)

¦ ti,k
k 1
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records from a warning to good vibration performance, and 41
status transition records from a trip to good vibration
performance. So we obtain the following values:
n1 79, n2 41, n3 38, n4 41 .
The state transition diagram with this data is depicted in Fig.
5.

Fig. 6. Screen shot of the developing maintenance system
Fig. 5. Example of state transition diagram of relative shaft vibration

VI.

If the present status is a good vibration performance, the
EF1 could be estimated as follows:

EF1

This study has dealt with the prognostic maintenance
approach of an offshore plant equipment. It has proposed how
to estimate the next failure time of a gas compressor in a
prognostic way. How to estimate the next failure time based
on gathered sensor data has been addressed based on
continuous time Markov model. Based on the gathered
abnormal timestamp data, the next failure time of a gas
compressor is estimated by continuous time Markov model.
To show the usefulness of the proposed algorithm, an example
based on generated shaft vibration sensor data was described in
a case study. Although the proposed algorithm has some
limitations, it will help companies do the improved
maintenance planning and decrease product downtime due to
unexpected failures.

1
0.0844
1
1
1
§
·


)
¸(
2 ¨
§
0.0833
· ½ © 0.0410  0.0833 ¹ 0.0537 0.0833 0.0410

1
®¨
¸ ¾
¯© 0.0410  0.0833 ¹ ¿

215.482( days ) .

(5)

If the present status is a warning alarm, the EF2 could be
estimated as follows:
EF2

215.482 

1
0.0537

196.86( days ) .

CONCLUSION

(6)

We can think of several future research works. First, the
continuous time Markov model based prognostic algorithm
could be applied to not only gas compressor but also other
equipment considering its specific characteristics of failures.
Furthermore, for the practical usage purpose, the more practical
approach such as regression method could be developed for
estimating the next failure time. In addition, other probabilistic
methods such as Bayesian network and artificial neural
network could be applied to develop a more elaborated
prognostic algorithm.

This approach is based on the uncertainty of S(P-P) values. It
is very hard to predict that S(P-P) will increase or decrease.
Therefore, we propose a stochastic method using continuous
time Markov model. The results of the case study do not show
a huge difference even though the present status is different for
analysis, because fundamentally this approach is the method to
multiply a probability of the next status and the retention time
of the present status.
Fig. 6 shows a screen shot of the currently developing
prognosis maintenance system for a LNG FPSO gas
compressor. In this figure, the value of remaining life in the
prognosis result could be obtained by the proposed algorithm.
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